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OVERVIEW

Finding the perfect accounting outsourcing partner can be a challenge for 
businesses in healthcare and allied health. Not everyone is so fortunate to find a 
firm that is competent and flexible enough to meet the demands of the industry. 
Aside from having a thorough understanding of the nature of Australian culture, 
it’s also important for an outsourcing outfit to be knowledgeable in Australian tax 
laws, payroll regulations, benefits, and severance pays, among others.

In this regard, Assist Group has struck gold when they gave outsourcing a 
chance and discovered D&V Philippines, a finance and accounting outsourcing 
firm. Since 2013, D&V Philippines has been Assist Group’s outsourcing partner, 
and they have made great strides in their relationship.

In this case study, we look at the partnership between Assist Group’s owner 
James Aldridge and D&V Philippines. We cover how the relationship between 
James and his outsourced team achieved greater efficiencies as their 
relationship deepened. We shed light on how the migration to the administrative 
software VitalSignRx® has benefited both parties.



Assist Group:
A One-of-a-Kind Client
Assist Group is a health company that manages the HR medical processes for organisations in 
Australia. With branches in New South Wales, Queensland, and Victoria, Assist Group manages 
the recruitment to retirement health phases within organisations in Australia’s major cities.

Most of the work they do is in the pre-employment health screening area, as well as in employee 
assessments conducted throughout their human resource journey. Most of their clients come from 
industries with a high risk of injury, such as mining, construction, shipping, logistics, aerospace and 
aviation, rail, and trucking.

In 2013, they started their outsourcing engagement with D&V Philippines and has never looked 
back since. (Read the 2016 case study here.)

In a recent interview, Assist Group owner and CEO James Aldridge shared the secret to their 
success: “We have found that face-to-face training and relationship-building have been critical to 
understanding deeper how we can both add value to each other as partners.” 

“D&V has driven a continual improvement ethos which has enabled the development of the 
efficiencies between how our businesses collaborate.”

http://www.assist-group.com.au/
https://www.dvphilippines.com/bookkeeping-outsourcing-assist-group-case-study-thank-you?utm_campaign=SME_Solutions&utm_source=content_offer


Challenges
Despite the good working relationship between 
Assist Group and their D&V staff, there was 
a big room for improvement in terms of the 
efficiency of their accounting process. 

Until 2018, they had been using a third-party 
software for client database management. 
The D&V team could only access it through 
a remote desktop. While it was a useful tool 
for recording case notes and keeping other 
pertinent client information, it was built on older 
technology. It did not allow for automation or 
online collaboration, and thus, it was not the 
most time-efficient system to use for invoicing 
and tracking payments.

Because of the siloed systems, the accountants 
had to update the payment status of an account 
manually on Xero to reflect the status shown in 
the system they were using. Invoices had to be 
saved in a local folder before the accountants 
could attach it to an email. This increased the 
risk for introducing errors since the invoices 
could get mixed up in a folder. 



Road to Automation
This is when D&V Philippines and Assist Group entered a new stage in their 
partnership. To increase the efficiency of their cash cycle and invoicing process, 
James introduced VitalSignRx®, a customizable solution for both small and 
enterprise-scale health businesses that he started developing in 2008.

VitalSignRx® is a complete enterprise practice management solution that serves as a one-stop shop for 
clients in the pre-employment and allied health space. This system enables the user to collaborate with 
their clients (employer customers), suppliers, and staff, all in one system.

VitalSignRx® has a 2-way API 
integration with Xero, allowing 
for automated invoicing.

Invoice data can be shared 
with D&V Philippines for a 
quicker payment application.

It is user-friendly and 
accessible via any device 
connected to the Internet.

All health data are 
digitally collected and 
stored in a secure cloud 
infrastructure.

Users (i.e., Assist Group’s 
employer customers) can 
book a candidate and 
access the real-time status 
of the candidate’s medical 
examination.

Users get real-time data 
on what invoices they 
have paid and what are 
still outstanding through 
customised portals.

VitalSignRx® as the Key Tool to Innovation

Key Features of VitalSignRx®



The VitalSignRx®–
D&V Philippines
Tandem
James collaborated with his team at D&V Philippines to customise VitalSignRx®’s backend. 
The D&V team worked with James’ team of developers to automate their systems, enhance 
the platform, and generate custom content for employer clients. Their testing of the beta 
version helped the developers iron out any bugs before the invoicing platform went live.

During the beta testing phase, Kristine Araos, the Associate Director at D&V Philippines who is in 
charge of the account, and her team closely collaborated with the developers. “They are always 
available when we, Accounts, need support.”

“The team who developed VitalSignRx® is composed of hardworking and talented people,” shared 
Kristine. The team, along with James, actively shared their ideas on the features of the system during 
brainstorming sessions.

Consequently, Assist Group was able to cut down on the man hours needed for their invoicing 
process. According to James, VitalSignRx® enabled his team at Assist Group to drive efficiency, 
improve quality, and scale their business without having to employ any additional staff.

He said, “We estimate that we could double our business from its current level of turnover without the 
need to employ further full-time equivalent (FTE) staff in the front and back end of the business, due 
to the efficiency gains.”

- James Aldridge, Owner of Assist Group and VitalSignRx®

“Since 2016 we have deepened our relationship with D&V involving them more with the custom coding of 
VitalSignRx® and collaborate as an integral partner to the success of this implementation. We would not 
trust anyone else to execute the financial migration to the new platform.

“We don’t hesitate to recommend them as VitalSignRx® experts and are happy to promote them as such.

“D&V had seen the implementation of VitalSignRx® as an opportunity, and not a threat to their business as 
it drives more automation, accuracy, and reduces human error and manual hack work performed by their 
staff. Thus, we have more budget to work on higher level activities with D&V pushing them up the value 
chain of service delivery.” 



The D&V Philippines 
Difference
The successful implementation of VitalSignRx® for Assist Group was by no means a stroke 
of luck. In the past, the D&V team had already handled their migration from MYOB to Xero, 
an experience which gave them the expertise in handling such activities. 

D&V Philippines’ partnership with Assist Group is a perfect example of the company’s 
mantra, the ESSAP approach, which stands for Eliminate, Simplify, Standardize, Automate, 
Philippines. By helping the client eliminate bottlenecks and reduce friction in their process 
through automation, significant efficencies were achieved. 

Moreover, the D&V team has always implemented what James calls a “brick wall” staffing 
approach, which means that there is always a backup staff member  handling the account. 
If a staff member is not available for the day, another person can assist them to ensure 
continuity. Having a staff for backup also minimises the downtime involved in retraining a 
new staff member in case a critical team member at D&V moves on. 

The D&V team is also committed to getting things right the first time. They have driven 
a continual improvement ethos which has contributed to the development of an efficient 
collaboration between D&V Philippines and Assist Group.

“We have been fortunate over our time together to have a consistent team of highly 
competent staff,” James said. “We have found that face-to-face training and relationship 
building has been critical to understanding deeper how we can both add value to each other 
as partners.”

Another aspect that James appreciates is that their team at D&V embraces the company’s 
Vision and Mission like it was their own. Their outsourced teamunderstands that they are an 
integral component of Assist Group’s business and not just another outsourced service.

In fact, the D&V team periodically travels to Australia to spend time on site to dive deep 
into the day-to-day processes of the organisation. This helps them to fully appreciate what 
business they are supporting.

“They really feel like our staff and not D&V’s sometimes,” James shared. “D&V is really 
getting it right!”

The “Brick Wall” Approach

Continuous Improvement

A Part of the Team



About
D&V 
Philippines

Contact Us 

D&V Philippines is a professional services firm 
specializing in finance and accounting outsourcing. 
The company is based in the Philippines’ premier 
business district, Makati City. D&V Philippines 
caters to more than 250 clients in the US, Canada, 
Australia, the UK, and Germany, among many 
others. 

With a roster of almost 300 accountants, 90% 
of which are CPAs, they have access to the top 
specialists in the industry. D&V Philippines’ services 
include general accounting and bookkeeping, back-
office support, partial or comprehensive financial 
control, financial analysis, audit preparation, payroll 
services, and statutory compliance. 

D&V Philippines Outsourcing Inc.

23rd Floor Tower 2, The Enterprise Center
6766 Ayala Avenue corner Paseo de Roxas
Makati City, Philippines 1226

For more information, email us at marketing@dvphilippines.com or call us at +632 846-1144. 
Our business hours are Monday to Friday, 8 AM to 5 PM PHL. 

http://www.dvphilippines.com/contact-us

